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Abstract In this paper, we develop a unifying optimization formulation to describe the
Dynamic Channel and Power Assignment (DCPA) problem and an evaluation method for
comparing DCPA algorithms. DCPA refers to the allocation of transmit power and frequency
channels to links in a cognitive network so as to maximize the total number of feasible links
while minimizing the aggregate transmit power. We apply our evaluation method to five
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representative DPCA algorithms proposed in the literature. This comparison illustrates the
tradeoffs between control modes (centralized versus distributed) and channel/power assignment techniques. We estimate the complexity of each algorithm. Through simulations, we
evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithms in achieving feasible link allocations in the network, and their power efficiency. Our results indicate that, when few channels are available,
the effectiveness of all algorithms is comparable and thus the one with smallest complexity
should be selected. The Least Interfering Channel and Iterative Power Assignment algorithm
does not require cross-link gain information, has the overall lowest run time, and achieves
the highest feasibility ratio of all the distributed algorithms; however, this comes at a cost of
higher average power per link.
Keywords Cognitive networks · Dynamic channel and power assignment ·
Mobile adhoc networks · Network density

1 Introduction
In a Cognitive Network (CN), radios adapt their operating parameters to achieve networkwide objectives such as connectivity and efficient resource utilization [7]. In Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA), a CN of spectrum agile radios must efficiently utilize spectrum resources
throughout the network. Research on Dynamic Channel and Power Assignment (DCPA)
seeks effective ways in which a CN of autonomous radios can assign an appropriate frequency channel and transmit power to improve connectivity and spectral efficiency given
available spectrum. Many DCPA techniques have been proposed in the literature [1–5,8],
and evaluating the tradeoffs among these techniques from the existing body of work is a
difficult task. Each DCPA algorithm can be evaluated under different topologies, node densities, and metrics. The contribution of this paper is to propose a unifying framework with
which to evaluate the performance of DCPA mechanisms and to apply this framework in the
comparison of five DCPA algorithms that are representative of the existing literature.
In the next section, we provide a mathematical formulation of DCPA as an optimization
problem and introduce notation adopted throughout the paper. Then, in Sect. 3, we summarize
each of the five algorithms, based on [1,2,4,5], and an additional algorithm proposed by us.
In Sect. 3 we also present a complexity analysis for each algorithm. Section 4 describes the
method and metrics for the performance evaluation of the five DCPA algorithms. Section 5
presents the results of this evaluation: a comparative performance study under a common set
of assumptions and conditions. Finally, we discuss our main conclusions in Sect. 6, where
we also provide thoughts on open issues for channel assignment.

2 System Model and Problem Formulation
We consider a CN of spectrum agile radios that seek to create a self-organized topology
through frequency channel selection and power control. In our system model, we define a set
C of frequency channels. Additionally, we define a set L of communications links, where a
link comprises a transmitter and receiver. Links seek to communicate by using a frequency
channel c ∈ C .
Given a set of communications links operating on a channel c, Lc , the Signal to Interference
and Noise Ratio (SINR) of the receiver of link i ∈ Lc , γi , is determined by:
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γi =

No +



7

G i,i Pi
j∈Lc , j=i

G j,i P j

.

(1)

G j,i is the gain between the transmitter of link j and the receiver of link i. The variable Pi
denotes the power of the transmitting node of link i and No the thermal noise. The receiver
of each link requires a minimum SINR β for the link to be feasible.
Given a set of transmitter–receiver pairs and corresponding feasibility constraints, the
DCPA problem is to allocate limited resources (i.e., channels and transmit power) to these
pairs to maximize the total number of feasible links and, for these links, to minimize the aggregate transmit power. Using this definition, we formulate a unifying optimization problem to
describe the objective of the DCPA algorithms studied in this paper:
Maximize :
Subject to :
⎛
Pi ≥

lic β

M



i∈L c∈C

lic ≤ 1

c∈C

⎝ No +
G i,i


j∈L, j=i

lic −



Pi ,

(2)

i∈L

∀i ∈ L,
⎞
G j,i
c⎠
Pj l j
∀i ∈ L, c ∈ C ,
G i,i

0 ≤ Pi ≤ Pmax ∀i ∈ L.

(3)

(4)
(5)

The optimization variable lic reflects the assignment of channel c to link i as described by:

lic =

1
0

if link iis assigned channel c ∈ C
otherwise.

M is a weighting factor that, when sufficiently large, prioritizes maximizing the number
of feasible links over minimizing the total transmit power in the network. The constraint
expressed in inequality (3) restricts a link to only one channel. Since we are minimizing
transmit power, inequality (4) allows the transmit power to be set to zero if the link is not
assigned a channel. Otherwise, the link is required to meet the minimum SINR requirement
β. Inequality (5) constrains the maximum transmitter power to Pmax .

3 Algorithms
After a review of the DCPA literature on multi-channel ad hoc networks, we adapted algorithms based on the works of [1,2,4,5] for our comparative analysis. We adapted some of the
underlying assumptions of each work to allow for equitable comparison, while maintaining
their unique algorithmic features. In light of changes from their original work in [1,2,4,5],
these adapted algorithms are renamed as: Least Interfering Channel and Non-Iterative Power
Assignment (LICNPA), Spatial Channel Separation and Iterative Power Assignment (SCSIPA), Least Interfering Channel and Iterative Power Assignment (LICIPA), Minimum Power
Increase Assignment (MPIA), and Conflict Graph Assignment (CGA). We also propose a
new distributed algorithm LICIPA, which combines mechanisms from [2,4]. We selected
these algorithms to illustrate the tradeoffs between different control modes (centralized versus distributed) and among assignment techniques as presented in each algorithm description.
Additionally, we develop a complexity analysis for each of the five algorithms.
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3.1 Least Interfering Channel and Non-Iterative Power Assignment (LICNPA)
In LICNPA, link i is assigned the channel that has the lowest measured interference at the
receiver and below a threshold parameter, Ith . If no channel is below Ith , the link is infeasible.
If a link is assigned a channel, the transmitter begins with initial power Pref . If the SINR of
the receiver is below β, the transmitter increases power in a one-step increment using the
following equation:
Pi = min Pmax , Pref

Ith β
,
Ii γi

(6)

where Ii is the measured interference power at the receiver of link i. If the SINR of the
receiver of link i is still less than β after the power increase by Eq. 6, the link is considered
infeasible. According to [4], the objective of Eq. 6 is to prevent subsequent admitted links
from increasing interference such that the SINR of active co-channel links will drop below
β. Additionally, this power control scheme never reduces transmit power, making the overall
system performance sensitive to Pref .
In terms of complexity for LICNPA, links are admitted sequentially using a two-step
operation for every link, O(L). First, LICNPA must determine the Least Interfering Channel
(LIC) for channel assignment, O(C), and adjust power of the link, O(1). This results in a
complexity of O(C L) for LICNPA. In summary, using the LIC requires less power for the
SINR to remain above β, thus minimizing the transmit power of each link and maximizing
the number of feasible links.
3.2 Spatial Channel Separation and Iterative Power Assignment (SCSIPA)
Unlike the original proposal of [2], SCSIPA assumes frequency channels and distributed
power control, as opposed to time slots and centralized power control. SCSIPA also assumes
a common control channel in which nodes exchange location and channel assignment information with one another. Using the location and channel assignment information, the transmitter node of link i determines which receivers are within distance di,i , where di,i is the
Euclidean distance between the transmitter and receiver of link i. The transmitter of link i
then randomly selects a channel c not being used by the neighboring receivers within distance
di,i .
After the channel assignment for link i, the transmitter begins transmitting with initial
power parameter Pref . All transmitters on channel c then iteratively adjust their transmit
power according to:
Pi (k + 1) = min Pmax ,

β
Pi (k) ,
γi

(7)

where k is the iteration number. Foschini in [3] demonstrated that when transmitters use Eq. 7
to adjust their power levels, the transmit powers of the links will converge exponentially. In
SCSIPA, if the link cannot maintain an SINR of at least β without the transmit power of the
link exceeding Pmax , the link is infeasible and the transmit power of the link is set to zero.
This procedure is performed sequentially for each link. This power assignment technique is
unlike the centralized power control of [2], in which transmitter power levels are coordinated
and assigned simultaneously. In summary, SCSIPA manages interference among co-channel links by spatially separating interferers and using power control in Eq. 7 to minimize
transmitter power.
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Fig. 1 Complexity derivation for LICIPA and SCSIPA

Our derivation of the complexity of the SCSIPA is shown in Fig. 1. SCSIPA performs
channel assignment and power control for each link, O(L). The link must discover the channel assignment of the di,i neighbors by control messages from at most L links, O(L). The link
then determines and selects a channel not used by the di,i neighbors, O(C). After the initial
power is assigned to a link, transmit power levels are allowed to converge for, at most, L links,
O(L). Since we assume L  C, the dominant operation is determining neighbor channel
information and allowing power levels to converge for both O(L). Since this procedure is
performed for every link, the complexity is O(L 2 ) for this decentralized algorithm.
3.3 Least Interfering Channel and Iterative Power Assignment (LICIPA)
LICIPA is an algorithm created by combining power control from SCSIPA and channel
assignment from LICNPA. In LICIPA, a link is assigned to the LIC as long as the received
power of the LIC is below Ith . If no channel has received interference power below Ith , the
link is infeasible. If a link is assigned a channel, the transmitter begins with initial power
Pref . After channel assignment, Eq. 7 is used by the links to iteratively adjust transmit power.
If a link cannot maintain a SINR level of β without the transmit power of the link exceeding
Pmax , the link is infeasible and the transmit power of the link is set to zero. In this algorithm,
each link is admitted sequentially. LICIPA uses the LIC and the transmit power of Eq. 7 for
maximizing the number of feasible links and minimizing transmit power.
Figure 1 shows the complexity derivation for LICIPA. The complexity for this algorithm
is similarly derived as for SCSIPA and LICNPA. Determining and assigning the LIC is O(C).
Power control is then iterated for all other links on the channel, O(L). Since we assume that
C < L, O(L) dominates in the inner loop and the algorithm has a complexity of O(L 2 ).
3.4 Minimum Power Increase Assignment (MPIA)
MPIA is a centralized algorithm based on the Minimum Incremental Power Algorithm from
[5]. In MPIA, global knowledge of cross-link gains is used to determine channel and power
assignments. Using the cross-link gains, MPIA determines the feasibility of adding a new
link into set Lc , and if the new link is feasible, calculates the change in aggregate power Pc
that results from adding the new link into set Lc [8]. The feasibility test and calculation of
Pc are performed for all sets Lc . MPIA then assigns the new link to the set Lc that yields
the minimum Pc . If the link is not assigned to any Lc , then its transmit power is set to zero,
and the link is declared infeasible. Unlike the original presentation of [5], MPIA requires
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Fig. 2 Complexity derivation for MPIA and CGA

all links to meet the same minimum SINR requirement, β. Additionally, the order of link
admittance is selected randomly. In summary, MPIA is a greedy assignment algorithm that
seeks to maximize feasible link assignments using the minimum power increase on Lc .
Our derivation of the complexity of MPIA is shown in Fig. 2. Given |L| = L links and
|C | = C communications channels, MPIA must test every link O(L), in every channel,
O(C). Testing the feasibility of adding a new link to Lc requires calculating the eigenvalue
of a matrix whose dimensions are, at most, L × L. The dominant operation in the eigenvalue
calculation is the determinant, which has complexity of O(L 3 ) [6]. Pc requires calculating
the inverse of a matrix whose dimensions are at most L × L. By Gauss-Jordan elimination,
the calculation of the matrix inverse has a complexity of O(L 3 ) [6]. Both calculations for
feasibility and Pc are estimated for the worst case as O(L 3 ). O(L 3 ) dominates in the
algorithm complexity, and combining the outer loops results in an algorithm complexity of
O(C L 4 ) for this centralized algorithm.
3.5 Conflict Graph Assignment (CGA)
CGA, based on [1], maximizes the number of feasible links through a greedy assignment
algorithm using global knowledge of the cross-link gains in a weighted conflict graph. The
algorithm begins by calculating the number of possible feasible links for each unassigned
channel by attempting to place all links on each unassigned channel. After this calculation,
CGA assigns the channel that supports the maximum number of feasible links. Power control
is done subsequently to minimize total power consumption.
To calculate the number of feasible links for each unassigned channel, an adjacency matrix
of weighted edges of the conflict graph is represented by:

G i, j if i  = j
G(i, j) =
(8)
0
if i = j.
Using G, CGA calculates
the potential network interference introduced by the transmitter of

link i as NetIi = j G i, j . The link that has the min (NetIi ) is tested for feasibility in Lc . To
test feasibility, each γi is then calculated with Pi = Pmax in i ∈ Lc . If the addition of the
new link into Lc would not cause γi to drop below β for any i ∈ Lc , the link can be added into
set Lc ; otherwise, the link is not added. In either case, the link is discarded from G, and G is
recalculated to determine the next link with the min (NetIi ). The process is repeated until all
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links are attempted. The number of feasible links for each unassigned channel is calculated
in the same manner. The channel that supports the maximum number of links, max |Lc |, is
then assigned Lc . This routine continues until all channels are assigned. If it is not possible
to add a link into any channel, the link is infeasible.
While [1] does not use power control to minimize aggregate transmit power or reduce
interference, it does suggest using the distributed power control mechanism in [3]. In CGA,
upon completion of channel assignment, Eq. 7 is used to calculate the power of all links
with initial power Pi = Pmax . Convergent power levels are then calculated for each link and
assigned. In summary, CGA is a greedy assignment algorithm that uses the objective function
in (2) by finding the maximum number of feasible links to each channel and minimizes the
total transmit power by Eq. 7.
Our derivation of the complexity of CGA is shown in Fig. 2. CGA assigns links to a channel in every iteration, O(C). For every unassigned channel, O(C), CGA, in the worst case,
tests every link, O(L). For all links, the network interference, the minimum interferer, and
the test for feasibility in Lc are calculated, each with complexity O(L). Once the assignment
for a particular channel is completed, O(L), the power levels are calculated for all links in the
channel, O(L). The channel assignment operations executed for every link have a dominant
complexity of O(C L 2 ). Since this process is repeated until all channels are assigned, the
worst-case complexity of CGA is O(C 2 L 2 ).
4 Evaluation Method and Metrics
The main goal of this work is to develop an evaluation method that can equitably compare
distinct DCPA algorithms. To perform this comparison, the algorithms are given a set of L
potential links in which they seek to fulfill the objective function defined in Eq. 2. We consider
links that have a maximum separation distance between the transmitter and receiver of dmax .
Performance metrics are evaluated by varying the density of links, dmax and then number of
channels.
We evaluate algorithm performance by varying link density because we seek to understand how well each algorithm is able to manage interference through channel assignment
and power control. By increasing link density, we increase the aggregate interference experienced by each link. When density is low, the mean distance among potential interferers
is larger than the intended transmitter-receiver distance. As the density increases, the distance between a transmitter and its intended receiver will approach the mean distance among
potential interferers. Therefore, increasing the density provides a means to increase potential
aggregate interference for each link.
Additionally, the choice of dmax plays a role in SINR being dominated by either noise or
interference. If dmax is small, the SINR of each link will be dominated by noise. Conversely,
if dmax is large, the SINR of each link will be dominated by interference. Additionally, if
dmax is sufficiently large and the density sufficiently low, links could be infeasible because of
attenuation from path loss. Therefore, two different values of dmax are used for this evaluation
while varying the link density to explore these regions of interest.
For our algorithm evaluation, we choose two metrics that are directly related to our objective function: feasibility ratio and average power per link. The feasibility ratio, κ, is the ratio
of the number of feasible links |L f | to the number of potential links |L|:

κ=

|L f |
.
|L|

(9)
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Mobile nodes have limited battery life, and therefore power consumption is a concern for
network longevity. We calculate the average power per link, χ, expressed as:

i∈L f Pi
.
(10)
χ=
|L f |
5 Algorithm Evaluation
Our simulation environment, developed in MATLAB, considers L unidirectional links between transmitter–receiver node pairs in a frequency channel-based network. Transmitters
are isotropic with unity gain and limited to a transmit power of Pmax . Every link experiences
path loss, independent Rayleigh fading, and a noise floor of No . The network is assumed
saturated, where each transmitter always has traffic to offer each receiver. Path loss is proportional to by di,−αj , where di, j is the distance between the transmitter of link i and the receiver
of link j and α is the path loss factor.
L links are randomly placed in a square simulation area under the constraint di,i ≤ dmax .
C frequency channels are fixed, and each of the five algorithms discussed in Sect. 3 is executed to solve the DCPA problem. New topologies are generated and the algorithms are
executed again until 1,000 trials are completed. Upon completion, metrics are collected and
the simulation area is reduced. New trials are executed in a smaller simulation area. The
simulation begins with a minimum density Dmin = 10−5 links/m2 and ends with a maximum
density Dmax = 10−1 links/m2 . In our simulation, we use parameter values of β = 10 dB, No
= −110 dBm, Pmax = 30 dBm, α = 4, and L = 100 links.
Our results show that the algorithms exhibit distinct regions of operation based on link
density and the value dmax . Figure 3 shows the performance comparison of the feasibility
ratio and average power per link for dmax = 350 (top plots) and dmax = 4000 (bottom plots), for
all algorithms. In Figure 3, the four regions of interest are labeled: noise dominant, transition,
interference dominant, and path loss. The 90% confidence interval for the feasibility ratio is
approximately ±0.003 (left plots) and ±2 dBm for average power per link (right plots).
The feasibility ratio plot with dmax = 350 (top left), identifies the noise dominant region
as the region where the feasibility ratio is 1 for the algorithms. In this noise dominant region,
shorter link lengths, relative to the simulation area, minimize the effects of co-channel interference and produce a high feasibility ratio. Increasing link density moves algorithm performance into the transition region between the noise and interference dominant regions. In
Fig. 3 (bottom left), the feasibility ratio declines when transitioning from the interference
dominant region to the path loss region, because link density is low and dmax is large.
The average power per link plots provide corroborating data with the feasibility ratio
plots. In the average power per link plot for dmax = 350 (Figure 3, top right), as density
increases, the average power per link initially rises and then slightly decreases or remains
constant. In the noise dominant region, the SINR is minimally affected by co-channel links,
allowing for slightly lower transmit power before the peak. However, as the density increases
and the effects of co-channel interference become greater, links must compensate for this
by increasing power. This power increase corresponds to the initial rise in power we see in
Fig. 3 (top right). As the simulation transitions into the interference dominant region, the
potential effects of co-channel interference reach their maximum. As density increases in the
interference dominant region, algorithms show a slight decrease in transmit power because
of the shorter link distances. Additionally, in the path loss region in Fig. 3 (bottom right) we
see much higher power per link due to increased link lengths.
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Fig. 3 Algorithm comparison using metrics feasibility ratio (left plots) and average power per link (right
plots) with L = 100, C = 40 and with dmax = 350 (top plots) and dmax = 4000 (bottom plots). Plots with dmax
= 350 show a transition between a noise dominant and an interference dominant region. Plots with dmax =
4000 show a transition between path loss and interference dominant regions. MPIA exhibits best feasibility
ratio and requires the lowest transmit power

The results for LICNPA show distinct characteristics when compared to the other algorithms. These characteristics, most pronounced in the interference dominant region, are
caused by the power control mechanism employed by the algorithm. LICNPA uses the quantity IIthi to adjust transmit power, which tends to excessively increase transmitter power and
co-channel interference. As a result, LICNPA has the lowest feasibility ratio in the noise
dominant and transition regions (Fig. 3, top left). In the interference dominant region, the
quantity IIthi will be closer to one, thus there is a reduction in relative transmit power and
an increase in feasibility ratio. This corresponds to the reduced power per link in Fig. 3
(top right) and the hump in the feasibility ratio in Fig. 3 (top left) around 10−3 links/m2 . As
the density increases, LICNPA can only support as many available links as it has channels,
since transmit power never reduces from its initial power of Pref = 5 dBm. The average
power per link for LICNPA converges to 5 dBm in Fig. 3 (top right). In summary, the power
control mechanism used by LICNPA can cause undesirable effects in link feasibility due to
unnecessary transmit power.
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Fig. 4 Feasibility ratio as a function of the number of channels, with L = 100, and fixed density 10−1 links/m2

In terms of relative algorithm performance, MPIA achieves the best feasibility ratio performance and the overall lowest average power per link. While MPIA appears to have all
the desirable features of a DCPA algorithm, it also has a unique disadvantage. In MPIA, the
inverse of the cross-link gain matrix is used to calculate Pc . In some cases, this matrix is
close to singular, resulting in an incorrect transmit power assignment. These near singular
matrices occur when the link gain is much greater than the gain from co-channel interfering
links, G i,i  G j,i . An example of the effects of this matrix approaching singularity can be
seen by the “kink” shown in the Fig. 3 (top right). This “kink” is a result of incorrect power
assignment, thus creating a wider confidence interval for average power per link.
Figure 4 shows, at a fixed density of 10−1 links/m2 and dmax = 350, the feasibility ratio
achieved by each algorithm as a function of the number of channels. In Fig. 4, performance
differences are small for C < 20. For instance, LICIPA (a distributed algorithm) has almost
identical performance as CGA (a centralized algorithm). When C > 20, algorithms show
larger differences in feasibility ratio. Also, in some of the curves, the addition of more channels does not produce a linear improvement in feasibility ratio.
In addition to the complexity derivations in Sect. 3, we also compare the algorithms according to average run time. Average algorithm run time metrics are shown in Fig. 5 for a link
density of 10−1 links/m2 , as a function of the number of channels. Three differences from
our complexity analysis are apparent from Fig. 5. First, we would expect MPIA to have the
highest run time because its complexity is estimated as O(C L 4 ). However, in general, the
matrix used to test the feasibility and calculate Pc has smaller dimensions than L × L.
Therefore, the complexity analysis is overly pessimistic when compared to the average.
Two other differences involve the algorithms that use iterative power assignment: SCSIPA and LICIPA. The worst-case complexity for SCSIPA is O(L 2 ), because we assume that
L  C. When C increases, the number of receivers in the neighborhood of di,i is likely to
be fewer than C. Therefore, we expect the operation to determine all the available channels
to dominate, and the run time to be closer to O(LC). Additionally, SCSIPA assigns channels
that are not being used by its di,i neighbors and is more likely to iterate power on more links
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Fig. 5 Average run time shown as a function of C

than LICIPA. LICIPA uses the LIC for assignment and is more likely to affect fewer links.
As a result, the average run time for SCSIPA is greater than for LICIPA as C increases.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
Our results demonstrate that for most of the channel assignment algorithms analyzed, the feasibility ratio is constant when in the interference dominant region. Additionally, we showed
that comparative performance is a function of the number of channels and the link density.
With few channels, the performance of all algorithms is comparable. Therefore, when considering network implementation with limited channel resources, the algorithm with the lowest
complexity or run time should be selected.
The centralized algorithm MPIA has the overall best feasibility ratio and the lowest average
power per link. Through assignment by the least change in transmit power, MPIA minimizes
interference and increases the number of feasible links. However, implementation of this
assignment faces the problem of near singular matrices. CGA showed comparable performance, with the disadvantage of a significantly longer run time. Additionally, in the case of
the centralized algorithms, the requirement of knowledge of cross-link gains for any algorithm is problematic in the implementation of a real system. As a distributed alternative,
LICIPA is a reasonable option.
LICIPA does not require cross-link gain information and exhibits the overall lowest run
time, complexity, and the overall best feasibility ratio among the distributed algorithms. As
a comparison, when CGA reaches a feasibility ratio of 1 at C ≈ 60, LICIPA has a feasibility
ratio of ≈ 0.9 (Fig. 4). However, this does come at a cost of slightly higher average power per
link. Compared to SCSIPA, LICIPA does not require location and channel information for
assignment. Instead, it measures received power on all channels and selects the LIC. In terms
of power iterations, LICIPA will cause fewer perturbations in overall network power than
SCSIPA, because LICIPA uses the LIC. However, measuring received power on all channels does come at some computational cost, whereas selecting a channel based on control
messages may incur less computational cost but generate more network overhead.
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While channel assignment has been a widely explored field, we believe some open issues
remain. First, how should a network dynamically adapt based on changing conditions due
to spectrum availability and desired quality of service? We believe this is important when
considering the case of primary and secondary spectrum users. Second, how can a network
maintain an optimal global topology through channel assignment when nodes only have
access to local information? While some work has been done in combining aspects of routing and channel assignment, we believe there is still opportunity for contribution in this area.
Finally, what learning and self-organization techniques could a CN use to improve network
performance and what would be the tradeoffs? Overall, we believe that the analysis of channel
assignment is an important first step in understanding how to create CN.
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